Genome-scale metabolic networks can be reconstructed. The systemic biochemical properties of these networks can now be studied. Here, genome-scale reconstructed metabolic networks were analysed using singular value decomposition (SVD). All the individual biochemical conversions contained in a reconstructed metabolic network are described by a stoichiometric matrix (S). SVD of S led to the definition of the underlying modes that characterize the overall biochemical conversions that take place in a network and rank-ordered their importance. The modes were shown to correspond to systemic biochemical reactions and they could be used to identify the groups and clusters of individual biochemical reactions that drive them. Comparative analysis of the Escherichia coli, Haemophilus influenzae, and Helicobacter pylori genome-scale metabolic networks showed that the four dominant modes in all three networks correspond to: (1) the conversion of ATP to ADP, (2) redox metabolism of NADP, (3) proton-motive force, and (4) inorganic phosphate metabolism. The sets of individual metabolic reactions deriving these systemic conversions, however, differed among the three organisms. Thus, we can now define systemic metabolic reactions, or eigen-reactions, for the study of systems biology of metabolism and have a basis for comparing the overall properties of genome-specific metabolic networks. r
Introduction
Many metabolic reactions have been biochemically characterized and are found to have identical biochemical functions in different organisms. However, every biochemical reaction operates as a part of a larger metabolic network and thus plays a role in the systemic functions of an organisms's metabolism. To examine the role of individual reactions in the context of a whole metabolic network, the integrated properties of these networks must therefore be analysed and a comparison of these properties amongst different organisms made. Structural or topological features of metabolic networks can be studied without the knowledge of kinetic properties of individual enzymes and several topological properties of networks have been established. The connectivity of metabolites in cellular networks has been examined using ''small world'' models developed in graph theory (Fell and Wagner, 2000; Jeong et al., 2000; Ravasz et al., 2002) , and metabolic pathways have been described and analysed using a variety of mathematical tools (Karp, 2001; Schilling and Palsson, 1998) .
Topological studies of metabolic networks have led to insightful conclusions about their structural features and their overall organization. We now need to move beyond the study of topological properties and perform studies of the systemic biochemical conversion properties of reconstructed metabolic networks. In this report, we demonstrate the utility of singular value decomposition (SVD) for analysing the systemic biochemical conversion properties of genome-scale metabolic networks of three prokaryotes Escherichia coli, Haemophilus influenzae, and Helicobacter pylori (Covert et al., 2001; Gaasterland and Selkov, 1995; Overbeek et al., 2000; Selkov et al., 1998) by decomposing their stoichiometric matrices. SVD is an objective, non-parameteric, analytical method and thus, its application to metabolic networks of microbial genomes provides a basis for an unbiased and quantitative study of their systemic properties. Here, we show that SVD can be used to identify and characterize the dominant features of biochemical conversions in genome-scale prokaryotic metabolic networks.
Methods

Metabolic network construction
Genome-scale metabolic networks can be constructed using established procedures (Covert et al., 2001; Gaasterland and Selkov, 1995; Overbeek et al., 2000; Selkov et al., 1998) . Metabolic network reconstruction is a three-step process using genomic, biochemical, and physiological data. The first step in the reconstruction process of a metabolic network is to gather a comprehensive list of annotated metabolic genes in the genome. Using biochemical information, the appropriate reactions are then assigned to the gene list and additional reactions are added based on biochemical evidence. Finally, physiological information about the organism is used to complete the metabolic network and add reactions to fill in the gaps in the existing pathways and/or to complete the metabolic map by including additional pathways.
Stoichiometric matrix of metabolic networks
The metabolic networks are mathematically represented in a matrix format with metabolites listed in the rows and biochemical reactions in the columns. The entries in each column corresponded to the stoichiometric coefficients of the substrates (negative numbers) and products (positive numbers) for each reaction. The resulting stoichiometric matrix, S mÂn of m metabolites and n reactions, is thus a sparse matrix of generally integer elements in which the ith row defines the participation or connectivity of a particular metabolite across all metabolic reactions and the jth column provides the stoichiometry of all metabolites in that reaction. The dynamic mass balance of a metabolic system can then be described (Clarke, 1980; Horn and Jackson, 1972; Reich and Sel'kov, 1981) using the stoichiometric matrix which relates the flux rates of enzymatic reactions, v nÂ1 ; to time derivatives of metabolic concentrations, x mÂ1 ; as
Although S has no kinetic parameters, it does contain information about how the network structure affects the overall dynamics, as shown by Eq. (1). The structural analysis of S presented here, does not examine the dynamics of the system explicitly but instead provides topological information about the systemic relationships amongst metabolites and reactions. The steady-state reaction pathways (Schilling et al., 1999) and conserved concentration moieties (Schuster and H . ofer, 1991) characterized by the null space and the left null space of S, respectively, will not be discussed here.
2.3. Metabolic networks of E. coli, H. influenzae, and H. pylori Genome-scale metabolic networks for E. coli, H. influenzae, and H. pylori have been constructed previously Palsson, 1999, 2000; Schilling, 2000) . Their stoichiometric matrices contain 739, 461, 381 metabolic reactions, and 442, 367, 332 metabolites, respectively. For this study, the lumped reactions were decomposed into their individual steps to capture the true systemic properties of the network. For example, instead of representing the palmitic acid degradation with one lumped reaction, the degradation process was broken into eight steps. Biomass synthesis was not considered a network reaction and was not included in the analysis. This resulted in matrices of 772, 486, 405 reactions and 472, 389, 355 metabolites for E. coli, H. influenzae, and H. pylori, respectively.
Universal stoichiometric matrix
Many of the biochemical reactions are common amongst the three metabolic networks considered here. There also is a subset of reactions unique to each of the three organisms. In the stoichiometric matrices of E. coli, H. influenzae, and H. pylori approximately 20%, 8%, and 10% of the reactions, respectively, were found uniquely in one organism and not the other two. Thus, to unify the dimensionality of the three networks examined, a universal stoichiometric (US) matrix was constructed containing all metabolites and all metabolic reactions present in the three networks listed above. An organism specific post-multiplier matrix (i.e. a diagonal square matrix of 1's and 0's) was then formed to convert the US matrix into an organism-specific matrix (Edwards and Palsson, 1998) . SVD was then performed on the resulting organism-specific matrices.
Control matrices
Two random matrices were generated for control purposes. First, a random matrix was generated by creating a matrix of integer elements with the same sparsity as the US matrix. Randomly chosen sets of columns were then selected from this matrix to form R mtx : The resulting matrix therefore, represented a random non-biological stoichiometric matrix used as a control. This random matrix was chosen to have the same dimension as the H. pylori network. Random matrices of different dimensions generated similar characteristics (results are not shown). A second control matrix of the same size as the H. pylori network was also generated by randomly choosing a set of metabolic reactions from the US matrix to form a biologically meaningful random matrix.
Developing the conceptual framework
SVD is a well-established method used in a wide variety of applications including signal processing, noise reduction, image processing, kinematics, and recently mRNA expression analysis (Alter et al., 2000; Holter et al., 2001 Holter et al., , 2000 Moon and Stirling, 2000; Pellegrino, 1993) . The usefulness of SVD application for analysing biological data sets has been demonstrated both in analysing mRNA expression data and also predicting future expression levels (Alter et al., 2000; Holter et al., 2001 Holter et al., , 2000 .
SVD describes the underlying features of the mapping that a matrix represents. The stoichiometric matrix maps the reaction rate vector v into the time derivatives of the metabolite concentration (Eq. (1)). Thus SVD of S should lead to the identification of the underlying biochemical transformations of a metabolic reaction network and rank order their importance.
SVD of stoichiometric matrix
SVD states that for a given matrix SAR mÂn of rank r, there are orthogonal matrices U mÂm and V nÂn ; and a diagonal matrix S r Â r =diag(s 1 ;s 2 ;y,s r ) with s 1 Xs 2 X?Xs r > 0 such that (Meyer, 2000) :
SVD of matrix S can be shown schematically as
The columns of U and V are the left and right singular vectors of matrix S, respectively, and represent its modes.
1 Combining Eq. (2) with the dynamic mass balance equation, Eq. (1), leads to:
where u k and v k are the kth left and right singular vector of S, respectively, and superscript T indicates the transpose operation. This simple derivation shows that there is a linear combination of metabolites:
that is being uniquely moved by a linear combination of metabolic fluxes as
and the extent of this motion is given by s k :
Definition of modes as ''systemic reactions''
An important feature of SVD is that the singular vectors are orthonormal to each other and consequently, each one of the kth motions in Eq. (4) is decoupled from the others. Thus examining the quantities defined by Eqs. (5) and (6) 
an ''eigen-reaction'' or a ''systemic'' metabolic reaction as
that for example may take the form where the elements of u k are equivalent to ''systemic'' stoichiometric coefficients and the elements of v k are ''systemic'' reaction participations. These systemic metabolic reactions can be used to describe the function of the metabolic network as a whole and are useful concepts in studying the systems biology of metabolism. A similar approach has been taken for the analysis of expression arrays to define ''eigen-genes'' and ''eigenarrays'' (Alter et al., 2000) .
Illustrative example
These general concepts can be illustrated via a simple example (Fig. 1) . The two reactions, n 1 and n 2 ; in Fig. 1A form a two-dimensional flux space and relate metabolites A, B, and C in the space where the time derivatives of concentrations lie. The two singular vectors, v 1 and v 2 , are orthogonal and drive the singular vectors of time derivatives, u 1 and u 2 , independently (Fig. 1B) . The singular values in this simple example are s 1 ¼ 1:73 and s 2 ¼ 1:41 and indicate the relative contribution of each singular vector to the overall construct of the biochemical motion in the network.
Results
Stoichiometric matrices of metabolic networks for three prokaryotes E. coli, H. influenzae, and H. pylori were analysed using SVD. The singular value spectrum of genome-scale stoichiometric matrices is triphasic ( Fig. 2A) . The first four dominant singular values in the first phase capture about 27% of the networks' characteristics, as shown by the cumulative singular fractions (Fig. 2B ). This phase is found in the spectra of all three genome-scale networks examined. A randomly generated network (see Methods), R mtx ; which represents a nonbiological network has, in contrast, a more uniform spectrum and does not contain dominant modes. Phase one is followed by a gradual steady decline in a large number of singular values. The second phase constitutes a large portion of the remaining network characteristics (Fig. 2B) . Finally, the last phase of the singular value spectra is comprised of a rapidly declining small set of singular values that is absent in the random network. The second randomly generated matrix (see Methods) exhibited the same triphasic shape as the genome-scale matrices but contained a shorter phase III than the genome-scale matrices, indicating that biochemical reactions exhibit dominant characteristics (Fig. 2B) .
If the modes of the stoichiometric matrix from one metabolic network resemble that of another, then the networks share some overall characteristics. The angle between the singular vectors was used as a measure of similarity among the dominant singular vectors of the three genome-scale metabolic networks (Fig. 3) . The dominant eigen-reactions were found to be similar amongst the leading modes of the three networks (Fig. 3A) . This similarity implies that there are overall ARTICLE IN PRESS 
transformations (as shown in Eq. (4)) that are similar in all three networks. The corresponding eigen-connectivities did not exhibit such strong similarities (Fig. 3B ). This result implies that although the same overall biochemical transformations are common among all three networks, the combination of metabolic reactions driving them can be different (see Fig. 4 ). The modes become less similar further down the singular value spectrum. In most cases the closest angles between modes of two genomes are more than 70 (data not shown), with 90 being completely dissimilar and zero degrees being identical.
Several key metabolites appear in the dominant modes. The cofactors participating in energy, redox, and phosphate metabolism emerge with the most significant values in the first four eigen-reactions of all genome-scale networks (Fig. 4A) . All three genomes thus share dominant characteristics as described by the first four modes. The dominant eigen-reaction in all the genomes is the conversion of ATP to ADP and P i : The second eigen-reaction describes the reduction of NADP to NADPH. The third eigen-reaction describes the translocation of a proton and its use in driving various reactions. The fourth mode describes the incorporation and release of inorganic phosphate. In all three networks the dominant biochemical transformations are rank ordered the same way. The overall dominant features of these three genome-scale networks thus represent similar but not identical chemical transformations.
Although the eigen-reactions are similar in the three organisms, the metabolic reactions participating in driving these conversions differ from one network to another (Fig. 4B ). This dissimilarity shows that the three organisms accomplish the shared overall biochemical transformations in organism-specific manner. The reaction participation in the four principal conversions is as follows.
1. The ATP-coupled transporters have the highest reaction participations of the first singular vectors of V, except for E. coli where a group of synthetase reactions is present (Fig. 4B) . A group of kinases with identical reaction participations follow. These three types of reactions thus define the dominant mode in all three genomes. 2. The second mode corresponds to redox conversions that involve NADPH. In all three genomes fatty acid synthesis reactions have dominant reaction participations in this mode. Then, a group of reductases appears with five to ten-fold lower reaction participations. These two types of redox exchanges dominate NADPH metabolism. 3. The third mode in all genomes corresponds to a translocated proton and thus the proton-motive force. The primary participants in this conversion are the electron transport system (ETS) reactions in all genomes. The secondary participants are sets of proton-coupled transporters. 4. The fourth mode in all three genomes represents transformations involving inorganic phosphate. Unlike the first three modes, there is little overlap amongst the reactions that participate in this transformation in the three genomes studied.
Thus, the dominant modes correspond to important generic biochemical transformations of metabolites in all these organisms but the sets of metabolic reactions that participate in these transformations may differ ARTICLE IN PRESS Fig. 2 . Singular values spectra of the genome-scale stoichiometric matrices. (A) The singular values of three metabolic networks and a non-biological random set. Unlike for experimental data sets, no statistical preprocessing steps were required for the analysis. The second randomly generated matrix (see Methods) exhibited the same triphasic shape as the genome-scale matrices with a shorter phase III than the genome-scale matrices (results are not shown), indicating that biochemical reactions exhibit dominant characteristics and metabolic networks contain distinct properties at the higher modes. The fractional contributions of the first four singular values are depicted in the inset. None of the dominant modes contributes more than about 12% of the total characteristics of the stoichiometric matrix. (B) The cumulative fractional contributions of singular values (i.e. the sum of fractional contributions up to a singular value number). The fractional contributions in R mtx add more uniformly to the overall expression and are distinctly different from the other sets (R, random; mtx, matrix).
significantly in a number of modes or be similar in others.
Metabolites and biochemical reactions can participate in more than one mode. Within a genome, there are very few cases where a metabolite is a major participant in more than one of the dominant eigen-reactions. For example in E. coli, the only significant exception is ATP, ADP, and P i involvement in modes 1 and 4 (Fig. 5A) . Thus, the dominant eigen-reactions are reasonably ''decoupled'' in this regard. As Fig. 4 suggests, there is a similarity in metabolite and reaction participations in the systemic modes amongst the three organisms (Fig. 5B) . The coefficients in two corresponding eigenreactions in two different organisms can be plotted against one another to show this relationship. The reactions that are shared between corresponding modes in two organisms appear in the quadrants and those that do not appear on the axes. Thus, there are reactions that play similar systemic roles in the metabolism of two different organisms and there are several that are well decoupled.
Discussion
Complete genome-sequences have led to the reconstruction of genome-scale metabolic networks. The corresponding stoichiometric matrices that represent the entire set of biochemical transformations in the network can be studied and interpreted using SVD. SVD of S leads to two principal results. First an elegant interpretation of the dominant systemic metabolic reactions is obtained, where systemic chemical conversions are defined as eigen-reactions with systemically defined stoichiometric coefficients and reaction participations, u ik and v jk ; respectively, for the kth mode (Eq. (7)). Second, these systemic reactions can be used to interpret the systems biology of the genome-scale networks. The dominant modes in all three organisms examined are comprised of classes of similar biochemical conversions but they are carried out in organismspecific manner through the use of different set of reactions. Enzyme substrate promiscuity and isozymes may thus play an important role in developing some of the overall features of a metabolic network and play a role in adaptive evolution. Such plasticities in the E. coli metabolic network have been described (Ouzounis and Karp, 2000) .
Topological features of metabolic networks have been productively studied (Fell and Wagner, 2000; Jeong et al., 2000; Ravasz et al., 2002 The first four eigen-reactions of E. coli are compared to all eigen-reactions of the other three networks using the angle between u k 's as a similarity measure. For the first three modes, the closest eigen-reaction is the same in all genomes, e.g. u 1 in E. coli is the closest to u 1 in H. influenzae. (B) The first four eigen-connectivities of E. coli are compared to all eigen-connectivities of the other three networks. As for the eigen-reactions, the first three eigenconnectivities of the genomes are the same, e.g. v 1 in E. coli is the most similar vector to v 1 in H. pylori. The further one goes down the spectrum (i.e. from v 1 to v r ), the more dissimilar the singular vectors of the three genomes become. The approximate orthogonality of the randomly generated set, R mtx ; to all organism-generated singular vectors is consistent with the observations made in Fig. 2 . The radial distance on the polar coordinate was used for illustration purposes to separate the networks.
eigen-reactions that are associated by non-zero singular values correspond to dynamic features of the metabolic networks where changes in reaction activities cause changes in metabolite concentrations. These in turn correspond to a relationship between the row and column space of S that hereto have not been systematically studied. In contrast, the modes with zero singular values define the null space and left null space of a metabolic network, corresponding to the steady-state flux maps (Schilling et al., 1999) and conserved concentration moieties (Schuster and H . ofer, 1991) , respectively, have been well studied. SVD of S thus gives us a network-based analysis of the overall chemical transformation and dynamic properties of a metabolic network without explicit inclusion of kinetic information.
The stoichiometric matrix only contains information about the topological or structural features of the ARTICLE IN PRESS network. No kinetic and thermodynamic information is represented. The systemic metabolic reactions derived from SVD may therefore represent a linear combination of reactions that drive that mode in opposite directions. Since the singular vectors do not have a unique direction, thermodynamic considerations may lead to partitioning of the right singular vectors into two vectors that point into exactly opposite directions. Based on the interesting results obtained here on network properties, a further study of the incorporation of thermodynamic constraints in SVD of S is clearly warranted.
SVD analysis has been used as a clustering method in biological data analysis including mRNA gene expression in the recent years (Alter et al., 2000; Holter et al., 2001 Holter et al., , 2000 . However, the application of SVD for studying the stoichiometric matrices differs fundamentally from its common use in data analysis. Unlike a data matrix, the entries in stoichiometric matrices are noise free and thus all the modes which contribute to the network structure can be considered. Thus, the higher modes which contain less prominent features of the network may convey meaningful biological information. A subsequent and more detailed study may elucidate important ''small'' biochemical differences between organisms that may have biological significance.
Taken together, the commonly used SVD method gives great insight into the biological properties of ARTICLE IN PRESS genome-scale networks and provide a way to perform a comparative study of network characteristics. Perhaps most importantly, we can now identify systemic metabolic reactions for the study of systems biology of metabolism. Values outside the 10% region exhibit significant contributions. The panels above the diagonal correspond to u k (k ¼ 1; y; 4) and below the diagonal to v k (k ¼ 1; y; 4). Above the diagonal, each individual panel graphs two eigen-reactions to show the relative magnitude of the systemic stoichiometric coefficients, u ik ; for the same metabolite in two eigen-reactions. Similarly, the reaction participations for individual metabolic reactions in two eigen-reactions are compared below the diagonal line. (B) Dominant pairs of eigen-reactions and eigen-connectivities amongst E. coli, H. influenzae, and H. pylori. The first two eigen-reactions and eigen-connectivities for the three genomes are compared in pairs. The metabolites and reactions that fall on a diagonal are used similarly in the modes of two networks. Note that the singular vectors determined by SVD are only unique up to the sign (7). Thus, appearance in the first and third quadrants and in the second and fourth quadrants in these correlation plots is identical. The points that fall on the individual axes correspond to reactions and metabolites that are only found in one of the modes being compared.
